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In ab initio calculations based on density functional theory very often the most time consuming step is the solution of the generalized eigenvalue problem appearing in the self consistent loop. This applies also for Siesta, a DFT code currently using ScaLAPACK for this purpose.

This standard-package has two disadvantages. First, due to the atomic orbital basis set of Siesta, the matrices to deal with are sparse, whereas ScaLAPACK is meant for dense systems. Second, Siesta is meant for using thousands of processors for thousands of atoms, thus an even better scaling method is needed.

The Sakurai-Sugiura algorithm has the capability of solving this issue. This talk shows how:

- this method shifts the problem to solving linear systems, which is much easier to deal with
- it offers three levels of parallelization, giving the possibility of using many processing units efficiently
- also the fact of being applied inside of an iterative loop can be used to accelerate the computation

The Barcelona Supercomputing Center is currently working on implementations for both, CPU and GPU systems, so the most recent performance results for several configurations can be shown.
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